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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2020 
 

‘Full-bodied, with strong, citrusy, peachy, spicy flavours, showing good complexity, that build to a crisp, 

gently sweet, lasting finish.’   98 Points, Michael Cooper, WINESTATE MAGAZINE 

 

‘Immediately floral and fruity with scents of white blossoms and lemongrass, fresh granny smith apple, 

honeysuckle and a touch of white spice…Lengthy, complex and delicious.’ 

96 Points, Cameron Douglas MS, WORLD OF WINE (NZ) 

 

‘A beguiling, fragrant, complex yet vinous rather than varietal bouquet with aromas of rosemary, grapefruit 

and apple skin with biscuit notes and hints of crushed leaves. Quite delicate in texture but tasty, honeyed 

and delicious…’   95 Points, Bennet & Hudson, WINERATER.CO.NZ 

 

‘Inviting aromas of beeswax, pears, ginger and wet minerals. Juicy and generous on the palate with a hint of 

sweetness at the finish. Elegant.’   92 Points, James Suckling, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘There's richness and concentration to this slightly off-dry Riesling. Notes of honey, lime leaf, chalk dust, 

lemon oil and a touch of kerosene. A flicker of honeyed sweetness adds texture and roundness…a 

deliberate and well-crafted style.’   92 Points, Editors’ Choice, Christina Pickard, WINE ENTHUSIAST 

 

‘Tangy, vibrant, medium-dry riesling with strong lime, oyster-shell and wildflower flavours. Delicious sweet-

and-sour tension is a crowning feature of this concentrated wine. Great now but with interesting ageing 

potential.’   94 Points, Bob Campbell MW, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

 

‘This has a gorgeous aroma of pear, lemon, wet stone, saffron and subtle fresh herbs. So fresh and vital yet 

rich and profound.’   95 Points, David Lawrason, WINEALIGN.COM    

 

‘Kevin Judd’s latest riesling masterpiece is not just the same crackling scintillant of past iterations, but from 

2020 a next level fleshy and succulent version of itself. A ripe peach, a perfectly tart nectarine and a vapour 

trail long, multiplying and winding. Exceptional riesling.’   94 Points, Michael Godel, WINEALIGN.COM 

 

‘It is a round, succulent style, offering sweet apple flavors and fresh citrus brightness. This has a balanced, 

gently refreshing and tranquil finish.’   91 Points, Rebecca Gibb MW, VINOUS.COM
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2019 
 

‘Aromatic, complex and enticing bouquet with aromas of exotic flowers and heirloom citrus. Meyer lemon, 

wild peach and lees spices. Sweetness on the palate is easily contrasted by acidity and a core of fruit 

flavours that reflect the bouquet. Very lengthy finish, satin textured, floral and delicious.’ 

96 Points, Cameron Douglas MS, THE SHOUT (NZ) 

 

‘A very fine and scintillating style, offering lifted aromas of violets, red apples and white talc. While there is 

residual sugar here lending juiciness on the midpalate, there's plenty of tension providing sinew and 

precision.’   93 Points, Rebecca Gibb MW, VINOUS.COM 

 

‘A transparent and crystalline riesling, featherweight across a gauze of lime drop, pink grapefruit and 

jasmine. A ripple of juicy acidity carries it long with a strident cadence, pulling the saliva from the back of 

the mouth with an effortless thrum while coating it with a faint dollop of sweetness. Highly versatile. 

Dangerously drinkable.’   93 Points, Ned Goodwin MW, @NEDGOODWINMW 

 

‘Bright, intense, steely, quite punchy and complex on the nose with almost Germanic sulphide complexity. 

Shows characters of crunchy green apple, flint and white flowers/honeysuckle. A racy, elegant palate with a 

purity of fruit, tangy, salivating acidity, great length and drive. A classy Riesling with great ageing potential.’ 

93 Points, Bennet & Hudson, WINERATER.CO.NZ 

 

‘Lime zest, white flowers, struck-flint, oyster-shell and green apple characters. The wine builds attractive 

sweet-and-sour tension. Power, purity and a mouth-watering finish.’ 

92 Points, Bob Campbell MW, THEREALREVIEW.COM  

 

‘Light yellow hue, with a big sulfur whiff at first, over the top of honey and floral aromas, the bouquet 

reminding more of German wine than Antipodean. The wine is dry and lean in the mouth with good 

intensity and length. There is a tickle of sweetness at the core, a halbtrocken style perhaps, but the finish is 

dried off cleanly by vibrant acidity. A fine wine that should repay cellaring.’    

92 Points, Huon Hooke, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

 

‘Smoke, steel and flowers with some subtle pear character follow through to a medium body, firm acidity 

and a flavourful finish.’   91 Points, James Suckling, JAMESSUCKLING.COM  
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2018 
 

‘Delicately luscious riesling in a medium-dry style with lime, white flowers and ripe apple flavours, plus a 

suggestion of saline or oyster-shell character.’   94 Points, Bob Campbell MW, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

 

‘Complex, pure, fruity, varietal and real. A Riesling with familiar aromas of wild flavours of white rose, Meyer 

lemon, red apple and honeysuckle, apricot stone and lime-flower...long detailed finish, a lovely wine.’   

95 Points, Cameron Douglas MS, CAMDOUGLASMS.COM 

 

‘Fabulously expressed on the nose showing lemon zest, lime sorbet, apple and white floral notes…it's 

pristine and poised, while offering excellent intensity.’   95 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.COM 

  

‘Tight, fresh, with fruit weight, pleasing texture, good length balanced by clean, fresh, salty, salivating 

acidity. A complex, interesting wine for those more appreciative of an understated European style.’ 

93 Points, Bennet & Hudson, WINERATER.CO.NZ 

 

‘Spirited and pure…ripe apple, lime and white talc aromas. It has a juicy midpalate…balanced by buoyant 

acidity…Succulent with delicious balance.’   92 Points, Rebecca Gibb MW, VINOUS.COM 

 

‘Lightly toasty, lemony bouquet, plus a hint of peach nectar. Juicy, off-dry backed up by firm, drying acidity 

that leaves a note of austerity on the aftertaste.’   92 Points, Huon Hooke, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

 

‘Bold aromas and flavors of green apple, lime and rosemary, even a touch of peach, along with more weight 

and texture than most German versions.’   91 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Lime and peach with light herbal notes and hints of chamomile. The palate has bold, lime and tropical-fruit 

flavors with an off-dry finish and gently creamy texture.’   91 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM  

 

‘Nicely textured with citrus, floral, and apple flavours. Apple, floral, and stony mineral notes linger on the 

long, lip-smacking finish. Lovely!’   91 Points, Jason Solanki, VINTAGEWINEPICKS.BLOGSPOT.COM  

 

‘Weighty, with generous, peachy, citrusy flavours, gentle sweetness, balanced acidity, excellent delicacy and 

length. Well worth cellaring, already delicious.’   5 Stars, Michael Cooper, MICHAELCOOPER.CO.NZ  
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2017 
 

‘Some gently waxy chamomile and lemon-peel aromas here with crushed stones and peaches behind. The 

palate has a fleshy, smooth core of melon, papaya and lime. Glossing up with some age in bottle.’ 

92 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘Only 50 cases of the 2017 Riesling exist…develops rich honey notes after a few minutes in the glass, 

leading to a delicious palate of green apple skin, lime zest, vinyl and some juicy satsuma. If you can find any, 

buy it!’   92 Points, James Button, DECANTER.COM 

 

‘Bright, fresh and peppery riesling with chilli, ginger, struck flint, citrus and subtle savoury and toasty 

flavours. A hint of initial sweetness is neatly balanced by tangy acidity, which gives a drying finish.’ 

92 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ 

 

‘A very refined, youthful wine, likely to be long-lived. Light lemon/green, it has strong, peachy, citrusy 

flavours, showing excellent delicacy and depth, a splash of sweetness and a finely balanced, persistent 

finish.’   5 Stars, MICHAELCOOPER.CO.NZ 

 

‘Elegant and bright, the delicately expressed bouquet shows crunchy apple, lime, apricot and white floral 

characters. The palate displays excellent fruit intensity and vibrancy, backed by whispering sweetness and 

firm acidity, leading to a lengthy refined finish.’   94 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ 

 

‘Very fresh, tightly bound and taut, quite elegant in presentation, but not too slender, as this has intensity, 

showing an amalgam of white florals, subtle herb and honeysuckle notes with integrated lime fruit and 

mineral nuances.’   18.5- Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ 
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2016 
 

‘Concentrated, textural riesling with root ginger, apricot, grapefruit marmalade and spicy flavours 

supported by tangy, ripe acidity. A rich and complex wine, with subtle mineral, savoury, chilli pepper and 

nutty characters in the background.’   95 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ 

 

‘This is awesome; the inviting bouquet shows candied apple, citrus, blossom and subtle flinty notes, 

followed by a concentrated palate that's linear and gorgeously flowing. The wine offers subtle sweetness 

together with zesty acidity, making the wine wonderfully harmonious and flavoursome.’    

95 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.COM 

 

‘Faint yeastiness on the nose. The palate is incredibly flavoursome with a perfect mix of sweetness and 

acidity where neither element sticks out, instead together they enhance the flavour. The flavours are 

intense for the full length of the palate.’   94 Points, Toni Paterson MW, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

 

‘Reserved floral riesling aromas, distinctive and crisp, with elevated acidity providing a tart finish. Very 

bracing, refreshing young riesling. The finish is clean, crisp and tangy. A pristine young wine which should 

age beautifully.’   93 Points, Huon Hooke, THEREALREVIEW.COM 

  

‘An off-dry style that brings ripe peaches and melon into the fold of more citrus-focused character, to good 

effect. Lime-meringue finish.’   92 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

  

‘It might be compared to a Spätlese feinherb in style. It's ripe and peachy, with melon flavors as well, but 

those plush, fruity sensations are backed by fine notes of pulverized stone and lime zest that provide 

backbone and length.’    91 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Taut and finely concentrated core of savoury citrus fruits along with white and yellow florals, hints of honey 

and a subtle toasty edge. The wine carries along a fine-textured line, leading to piquant and poised, 

refreshing finish.’   18.5+ Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ  
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2015 
 

‘Very refined and racy and crystalline on the nose. Utterly correct, sculpted Riesling. Cusp of Spätlese and 

Auslese styles. Real substance. I’d be happy with this from Germany. Long.’     

17 Points, Jancis Robinson, JANCISROBINSON.COM  

 

‘Concentrated riesling with a delicately luscious floral aroma and flavours suggesting ginger, wildflowers, 

lime and subtle pepper and spice. Bright, fresh with an interesting savoury and struck flint edge that adds 

complexity.’   94 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ 

  

‘Offering lovely juicy attack of limes and lemons with subtle spice, apple and apricot notes…wonderful 

weight and intensity on the palate, superbly complemented by exquisite mouthfeel and bright acidity. It's 

pristine yet multi-layered with loads of tasty flavours.’   96 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ 

  

‘Emitting a gorgeous perfume of lime cordial, honeysuckle, lemon curd and tangerine peel… with balancing 

freshness and a long honey-laced finish.’   90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM  

 

‘Delicately honeyed mandarin fruit beautifully balanced by mouthwatering acidity, delicious and moreish 

lemon curd, and lime cordial purity with a dry, tangy finish.’   92 Points, Tina Gellie, DECANTER.COM 

  

‘Nicely focused bouquet with nectarine, petrol and mirabelle aromas that soar from the glass. The palate is 

well balanced, displaying a fine bead of acidity, veins of tangerine and mango and a touch of spice…’    

89 Points, Neil Martin, VINOUS.COM  

 

‘A steely, mouthwatering mineral edge, and the componentry is all precision…a rich, luscious finish with 

plenty of drive and power.’   19 Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ 

 

‘Instantly attractive, with ripe-fruit flavours of peaches, passionfruit and limes, gentle sweetness…excellent 

harmony and concentration.’   4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 

 

‘Aromas of citrus pith and crushed rock, plus a lanolin note. Enticing juicy, concentrated, off-dry Riesling 

with good tactile, saline depth and a touch of dry botrytis.’   Stephen Tanzer, VINOUS.COM  
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2014 
 

‘Fresh as a daisy, this appealing riesling is made in an off-dry style with lovely acid-and-sweet tension and 

impressive purity. Citrus, lime, white flowers and a suggestion of chalky, mineral character.’ 

94 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ 

 

‘A beautiful nose of lime blossoms, jasmine and fresh grapefruit with a lemon zest and clover honey 

undercurrent. Light-bodied and off-dry, it fills the mouth with perfumed citrus flavours, finishes long and 

spicy.’   90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM  

 

‘Wonderful nose with lime cordial, flint, smoke…so very Riesling with the ripeness, sweetness and oily 

complexity. A triumph.’   17 Points, Richard Hemming MW, JANCISROBINSON.COM 

  

‘Elegant flavours of apple, tangy lime and lanolin. A lovely wine which straddles the line between lean 

steeliness and rich oakiness perfectly.’   93 Points, James Button, DECANTER.COM 

 

‘Fabulous expression of the variety…awesome fruit purity, wonderfully enhanced by whispering sweetness 

and racy acidity…immensely delicious.’   94 Points, 5 Stars, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ 

 

‘Lemon-lime, ginger biscuits, honey tea, touch of bergamot, white pepper. Fleshy texture, shows with 

honey-lemon tea, touch of ginger again, has a softness and sweetness and light chalkiness.’  

91 Points, Mike Bennie, WINEFRONT.COM.AU 

 

‘Beautifully fragrant aromas of white and yellow florals, lime fruit, exotic tropical fruit notes, and a 

suggestion of toast and honey.’   19 Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ 

 

‘Steely smoked-lime aromas. Bit of sweetness and then tingling with fresh-squeezed lime and absolutely 

delicious. Long and clenched tight right to the finish. Tastes super-youthful, as if there it has years ahead of 

it. Racy.’   17 Points, Tamlyn Currin, JANCISROBINSON.COM 

 

‘Mouthfilling wine with fresh, generous, peachy, limey flavours, slightly sweet, crisp and youthful.’ 

4 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2013 
 

‘A sweetly honey-like, malty, beeswaxy aroma…the finish is firm with acid and phenolics. An impressive and 

original style of riesling.’  95 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM 

 

‘The balance between subtle sweetness and acidity is outstanding, making it mouth-watering and immensely 

appealing.’   95 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ – Tasted 2019 

 

‘A very rich and concentrated feel with attractively supple, sweet fruit flesh on the palate. Grapefruit and 

lime notes exude freshness. Impressive.’   94 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM - Tasted 2019  

  

‘Super scents of wax, honeycomb, dried flowers. Really lovely intro…great energy across the palate, 

finishing slatey to a dry pinpoint. Very cool booze.’   93 Points, Mike Bennie, WINEFRONT.COM.AU 

 

‘Aromatic riesling with citrus, pear, apple and quince-like flavours supported by fruity acidity and gently 

peppery tannins that add a pleasing texture.’   93 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ 

  

‘Gorgeous lime juice, lime leaves and acacia honey aromas…very fine and fresh in the mouth, it finishes off-

dry with a wonderful persistence.’   90+ Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Ripe lemon/lime with the merest hint of development. Even though the acidity is high and the wine tastes 

fresh, the texture is quite soft. Long finish.’   17 Points, Julia Harding MW, JANCIS ROBINSON.COM 

 

‘Fragrant, complex bouquet, rich, citrusy, appley, spicy, slightly peachy flavours, woven with fresh acidity, 

and excellent vigour and harmony.’   4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 

 

‘Wild honey, lime and lemon, white peach and pear...a delicious wine with generosity and finish.’    

90 Points, Cameron Douglas MS, CAMERONDOUGLASMS.BLOGSPOT.CO.NZ 

 

‘Zesty green apple vibe with honeysuckle and limey loveliness.’   Yvonne Lorkin, YVONNELORKIN.COM 

 

‘There's a burst of sweetness acting like a ray of sunshine to the palate. The mouthwatering acidity cleanses, 

leaving a taut finish with an attractive powdery texture.’   92 Points, Rebecca Gibb, REBECCAGIBB.COM  
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2012 
 

‘The wine offers fabulous complexity on the nose, showing ripe apple, white flesh nectarine, spice and 

subtle flinty notes. It's equally delightful on the palate with refinement and flow, finishing bright, persistent 

and mouth-watering.’   94 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ – Tasted 2019 

  

‘This has delicacy, but builds some depth with aeration along with a steely edge…the palate is elegant and 

slender, and fine proportions showing light lime fruit and white florals, with honey and toast. A little 

secondary savouriness adds to the interest. The mouthfeel is fresh and lively with bright acidity.’ 

19 Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ – Tasted 2018 

 

‘…punchy, ripe, peachy, citrusy flavours, a hint of passionfruit, and a crisp, slightly honeyed finish.’    

4½ Stars, new ‘Potential Classic’, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES  

 

‘Pithy grapefruit and light herbaceous characters on the nose with dried white flowers, lemon and green 

apple… a chalky crunch and a tight acid flow to the finish.’   93 Points, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘An exhilarating riesling driven by a powerful line of grapefruit zest and flinty mineral and infused with 

florals. It has a subtle sweetness, but a crispness that means it finishes quite dry.’   

 Jo Burzynska, NEW ZEALAND HERALD 

 

‘I have been bowled over by the quality of almost the entire run of Greywacke wines and vintages. 

This fantastic spritzy, subtly sweet riesling, from a single organic-farmed vineyard in a low-yielding year, 

bursts with masses of smoky, apple blossom, kerosene and exotic lime pickle-licked fruit.’    

Jane MacQuitty, THE TIMES (UK) 

 

‘Opening with delicate notes of fresh lime juice, lime leaves and jasmine as well as hints of crushed stones, 

lemon zest and coriander seed…vibrant acid line lifting the citrusy flavors through the finishing with 

satisfying freshness and length.’   Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM 
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2011 
 

‘I was bowled over by the quality of this gorgeous, fine, ripe, smoky, apple blossom, kerosene and spiced 

lime pickle of this off-dry yet zingy Riesling.’   Jane MacQuitty, THE TIMES (UK)  

  

‘Irresistibly delicious; offering glorious balance between elegant sweetness and racy acidity, with complex 

notes of baked apple, lemon curd, gun smoke and spice. It's hugely appealing with flavoursome mid-palate, 

finishing splendidly long and succulent.’   95 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ – Tasted 2019  

 

‘Notably concentrated and unusually complex, with moderate alcohol and rich citrus-fruit, pear and spice 

flavours, crisp and long.’   5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 

  

‘Pungently aromatic, medium-dry riesling with citrus, lime and floral flavours, together with a suggestion of 

toasty bottle age. The wine has lovely energy and tension thanks to delicious mouth-watering acidity.’ 

95 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ  

  

‘Smoky aromas with a twang of reductive funk, citrus and florals in the background. NZ Prum. Trail of spice, 

tang of citrus…sleek and energetic. This is impressive.’   94 Points, Mike Bennie, WINEFRONTNZ.COM 

 

‘There’s a stony, mineral depth to the aromas, reigned in by tight grapefruit characters…just off-dry but 

unctuous and focused by defined, crystalline acidity.’   93 Points, JAMESSUCKLING.COM 

 

‘Delicate, delicious sweetness suggested on the nose over lime and blossom…full of texture and fruit, lovely 

length and finesse.’   91 Points, Tom Cannavan, WINEPAGES.COM 

 

‘Dramatic New Zealand Riesling has an aroma of real personality, with a load of TDN and earth spice.  

A superb wine with good aging potential.’   Dan Berger, Dan Berger’s Vintage Experiences (USA) 

 

‘A rush of powerfully aromatic spices and florals burst from the glass and are followed by a rich, silky  

citrus-sorbet mid-palate and a toasty, textural finish.’   4½ Stars, Yvonne Lorkin, DISH MAGAZINE (NZ) 

 

‘Aromas of fresh green apple, lemon peel and lime juice with touches of grapefruit peel and jasmine… 

a very crisp style with great intensity.’   90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM 
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2010 
 

‘Off-dry, oily-textured with lime, white rose petal and a hint of kerosene character. Quite a weighty wine 

showing obvious development - probably at or close to peak condition but there's no rush. Delicious wine.’  

94 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ – Tasted 2018 

  

‘Gracefully maturing and drinking superbly…concentrated and delectably flavoursome…backed by racy 

acidity. Exquisite and sophisticated.’   96 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ – Tasted 2019 

  

‘Really deep, mealy, fuzzy stonefruit and crystallised citrus. A richness and creaminess in the mouth and a 

touch of sweetness cut by sea salty acidity.’   94 Points, Tim White, AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL REVIEW 

 

‘Profoundly scented of lime cordial, lemon curd and acacia honey with hints of wet pebbles and orange 

blossom…very crisp acidity that balances and injects zesty freshness through the very long finish.’     

90+ Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM 

 

‘Concentrated, ripe, peachy, slightly limey and spicy flavours, showing considerable complexity, a fine 

thread of acidity and excellent depth.’   4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES  

 

‘Textural, rounded, complex and softly sweet riesling of creamy custard apple, baked peach, wild honey 

and mixed spice flavour.’   92 Points, Tyson Stelzer, AUSTRALIAN WINE BUSINESS 

  

‘Limes, exotic florals and minerals braced by racy, sleek acidity. The wine has weight and a finesse resulting 

in extraordinary poise.’   18.5 Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ 

 

‘Treat of the week…flavour packed and has only the merest hint of sweetness, with its tastes of limes, 

oranges and cloves.’   Joelle Thomson, DOMINION POST (NZ) 

 

‘Pretty floral aromatics, faint sweetness, with an exotic smell of char. Vibrant citrus fruit profile drives the 

wine.’   92 Points, Mike Bennie, AUSTRALIAN WINE BUSINESS  

 

‘Scented with sweet apricot, apple, kiwi and marshmallow notes, yet in the mouth new layers of white 

peach, granny smith and nectarine unfurl on the tongue.’   Yvonne Lorkin, YVONNELORKIN.COM  
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2009 
 

‘Graceful and opulent, this stunning riesling shows crunchy apple, lemon/lime peel, apricot and subtle 

potpourri notes, followed by a wonderfully refined palate that's linear and seamlessly flowing. Magnificently 

styled and brilliantly structured.’   96 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ – Tasted 2019 

  

‘Fresh and lively wine with lovely tangy acidity…with careful cellaring it could manage another 10 years.’   

93 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ – Tasted 2018  

  

‘Softly full and voluminous…lime with yellow florals, some honey with mineral complexities…still plenty to 

unfold.’   18.5+ Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ – Tasted 2018 

  

‘A single vineyard wine with exceptional vigour: the waves of fruit flavours are crossed by ripples of acidity 

and the barest touch of fruit sweetness.’   95 Points, James Halliday, WINECOMPANION.COM.AU 

 

‘Mineral, pears, limes…steely background. Love it.’   94 Points, Ken Gargett, COURIER MAIL (AU) 

  

‘Delicate, aromatic nose of lime, lemon, herbs and honey…off-dry with nice texture, sweet melon and 

lemon fruit, as well as some minerality. Really attractive.’   90 Points, Jamie Goode, WINEANORAK.COM 

 

‘An immaculate single-vineyard wine…vivacious and appetizingly crisp with rich, gently sweet flavours, 

showing excellent complexity, harmony and length.’   Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 

 

‘Haunting citrus blossom scents and gently sweet fruit…it redefines ‘delicious’ and is my NZ White Wine of 

the Year...’   Charles Gill, TARANAKI DAILY NEWS (NZ) 

 

‘Lime juice and marmalade…highly aromatic - aromatherapeutic, almost. You almost feel you could pour it 

in your bath.’   17 Points, Richard Hemming MW, JANCISROBINSON.COM 

 

‘An impressive inaugural riesling...pure, fresh and focused.’   Jo Burzynska, WINENZ MAGAZINE (NZ)  

 

‘Peach down softness but a touch of flint too and a hint of sweet pepper. On the palate the teasing 

sweetness is scythed through by lemony, zesty fruit and acidity.’   Tom Cannavan, WINEPAGES.COM  
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